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For winter and summer needs

The ideal equipment for contractors

The equipment is renowned for its product quality and 
longevity even after many seasons of hard use, says Andy 
Lawrence, director at Cambridge-based online distributor 4x4 
Works which carries a range of Meyer products and supplies 
them across the UK. 

“The Drive Pro snow ploughs in 6.8PA and 7.6PA sizes, for 
example, are very popular and are perfect for contractor 
work on private estates, industrial estates, retail parks, 
carparks and similar areas.”

“They are very easy to mount and dismount and can be 
handled by one person in around 30-60 seconds, which makes 
them highly flexible and suitable for a number of uses,” he said.

Aebi Schmidt’s range of Meyer equipment 

Aebi Schmidt UK is seeing great success from its Meyer-branded range of flexible and 
affordable products with local authorities, contractors and facilities management providers 
alike. The Meyer product line includes the high-performance Drive Pro snow ploughs, Blaster 
towbar mounted salt spreaders, Base Line tailgate salt hoppers, and Hotshot walk-behind salt 
spreaders – the latter are ideal for tackling snow-bound or frozen car parks, but just as good 
in warmer months for seed and feed distribution.

https://www.4x4works.co.uk/
https://www.4x4works.co.uk/


Meyer ploughs

The Drive Pro contractor-grade snow ploughs are designed for quick and easy 
one-person mounting to many common 4×4 vehicles, pickup trucks and vans 
across a wide range of vehicle manufacturers. A height adjustable solution, they 
are built to suit a standard 50mm front receiver hitch system and are 
engineered using lightweight military-grade steel for less vehicle wear and tear 
and better fuel economy.

The supplied pistol-grip wireless remote control gives in-cab control of the 
cutting blade with left-right and up-down adjustability, while integrated caster 
wheels make the plough easy to move and store. And a built-in crank stand 
allows for easy adjustment on uneven ground.
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Meyer Hotshot walk-behind spreaders

Another popular product in the Meyer range is the Hotshot walk-behind broadcast salt spreader which is ideal for keeping a wide 
variety of pedestrian areas ice-free in winter.

“There are growing numbers of council-controlled cycleways, for example, and the Hotshot is perfect for keeping these surfaces, 
which may not be accessible to larger scale equipment, free of ice during the winter months,” says Andy Lawrence at 4x4 Works.
Not just for winter use, however, the Meyer Hotshot is designed for multi-purpose use, from salt and sand spreading to feed, seed 
and more.

In two sizes, the 70 HD has a 36.8 litre hopper and a 3.7m spreading width, while the larger capacity 100 HD comes with a 51.0 
litre hopper and a spreading width of 5.5m.

Built to withstand the toughest conditions using a stainless steel frame and high grade components, the Hotshot rolls on 
pneumatic snow tyres for easy movement with enclosed bearings and bushings, while a quick-removal deflector shield is 
included to prevent material from flying too far.
Meanwhile, the Hotshot’s serviceable axle, weatherproof gearbox with Nylatron GS greaseless gears and self-lubricating moving 
parts ensure it has a long, low maintenance and reliable working life.

HotShot Spreader in use Meyer HotShot 70 HD Meyer HotShot 100 HD

Meyer DrivePro LD 26000



Meyer Blaster tow bar and tailgate spreaders

The Meyer range of equipment also includes a number of tow bar and tailgate salt 
spreaders that can be applied to a variety of uses.

Blaster tailgate spreaders, for example, are suitable for a wide range of pickup trucks 
and 4x4 vehicles from a number of popular vehicle manufacturers, including Ford, 
Mercedes, Land Rover, Jeep, Isuzu, Nissan, Toyota and Volkswagen.

They are easy to attach via the 50mm hitch attachment, which requires the vehicle to 
have a pre-existing 50mm tow hitch already in place, and feature a direct-drive 
system which links the motor directly to the auger, giving up to 75% more drive 
power than non-direct drive setups. 

The brush auger prevents salt from leaking out of the hopper throat when the unit is 
not operating. Standard features include an on-demand vibrator and a load-bearing 
baffle plate, for constant performance in the harshest conditions.
In-cab control is offered via the one-touch, illuminated controller, while variable 
speed functions are available, along with a variable spread pattern, blast mode, 
vibrate mode and on-off switch.
The Base Line range of tow bar and tailgate spreaders are also suitable for a wide 
range of vehicles including 4x4s, SUVs, pickup trucks and vans, and are available in 
three hopper sizes offering a spreading width of 910mm to 7,620mm.

Built along similar lines to Blaster spreaders with an emphasis on quality materials 
and construction, Base Line spreaders are easy-to-use and perform well for small-
and medium-scale jobs. 
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Contact us

Reach out to our sales team to get more information on our Meyer equipment:
www.aebi-schmidt.com/united-kingdom
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